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Introduction

Language and music have grown together in a relationship that has aided music’s development.  If the evolution 
of English could be compared to a period of music it would be 20th century atonal. Atonal music is just as it 
sounds. It is music that is written without a traditional key signature. Basically, what this means is that all tones 
are allowed in a piece and there are no rules to follow about meter, voicing, or form. It sounds like individual 
conversations that somehow work together. This cacophonous process creates atonal music. Like an atonal 
piece, the English language morphed and changed between cultures and influences through four periods to bring 
us the forms we use today in Modern English. According to Steven Mithen in the book The Prehistory of 
Language he claims that “language and music are likely to have co-evolved” and “language began with half-
musical analysed expressions for individual beings and events”(58).  So, these “half-musical expressions” 
became language that in turn analyzed fully musical expressions. For example, a word like “bebop” which 
began as an onomatopoeic sound (bebop, n.) began something like these “half-musical expressions” except that 
it is less than 100 years old! Words are still being invented. People have been using their natural instruments 
(vocal chords) for centuries to make all varieties of sounds and notes and they lead us to the words of our 
modern languages. Here, we will take a deeper look at 20 musical terms that have evolved out of the giant 
symphony of linguistic cacophony that is the English language. 
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Direction

The focus will be on the anatomy and history of each word as illustrated by the OED. The words we will 
analyze deal with musical terminology and originated in different periods of English . A much larger list was 
narrowed down to: anthem, hymn, sing, song, organ, music, fiddle, octave, choir, ballad, acoustic, baritone, 
elegy, violin, rhythm, bebop, violoncello, jazz, pan, and polyphony.

At least 50% of the words selected will have originated from Middle English. 

 

Hypothesis
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Song, n.

A song is “a combination of words and music sung with or without instrumental accompaniment” and the earliest 
known usage is from De Consol. Philos which is believed to be written in the 800s:  “þis leoð asungen hæ[fde, þ]a 
forlet he þone sang” (song, n.). The word song entered English in eOE.

In origin, it is a word that is inherited from Germanic and it is a cognate with Old Frisian song, Old Dutch sank, 
Old High German sang, Old Icelandic sǫngr, Norwegian sang, Old Swedish sanger, and old Danish sang (song, 
n.). If we look at the Nordic versions we can see why in the north we are provided with the α form that features an 
“a” instead of an “o.” Differing, in the south they prefer the β form which according to the OED is where our 
modern day form has stemmed from (song, n.). I find it interesting that the Modern English past form of “sing” 
comes from the Nordic branched form. This shows a close linguistic relationship between “sing” and “song.” 

The basic differentiation between forms is between the “o” and the “a” medial vowel. In the α form, for example, 
we have Old English sanc and Middle English sang in the north and zang in the south (song, n.). Changing the “s” 
to a “z” is a clear indicator that this form was used in the south as they usually opted for a “z” (van Gelderen 141). 
The β form interestingly has our Modern English version listed as its oldest form. Then, it developed into Middle 
English sung in the north and zonge in the south with the “z” featured again (song, n.).
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Song, n.

One of the eOE examples from the β form shows us our modern day usage right from the start. In Vespasian 
Psalter it says “bene psallite in iubilatione : singað him song neowne wel singað in wynsumnisse” (song, n.). 
Notice as well that they use singað which would be the past tense form of sing. So what this could show us is that 
they are considering these two different words and not one in the same. Differing, the α form cites Beowulf with 
“Þær wæs sang ond sweg samod ætgædere fore Healfdenes hildewisan, gomenwudu greted, gid oft wrecen” 
(song,n.). 

From song we have “songwriter” which is a ModE compound word that appeared in the 1700s.
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Anthem, n.

An anthem is “ a short piece of plainsong recited or sung before and after a psalm or canticle” and the earliest 
known usage is from Rule St. Benet and is believed to have been written between 1100-1450: “Æfter þysum is 
ymen to singenne, þe to þære tide belimpð; æfter þæm syx sealmas mid þrim antefenum” (anthem, n.). Anthem 
entered English in OE.

In origin, it is either a borrowing from the Latin words antefana, antifona, or a borrowing from the French word 
anteme. This word had eight different forms and each developed with their own spelling history. The earliest 
versions of each of the eight forms are æntefn, antephan, ontemn, antempn, antemp, antepn, antifon, antyme 
(anthem, n.). According to the OED one form looks like it is borrowed from the Anglo-Norman and Old French 
word anteyn which is a precedent for the word “antenna.” Some forms have Germanic parallels as well.

A spelling discrepancy between the forms is the usage of “m, n,” or “mn” as the final consonant sound as well as 
the difference between a “t” or a “th” as the medial consonant sound. As the word progresses into ME the “th” 
becomes much more standard in the spellings listed (anthem, n.). For example, the medial “th” is a general 
transformation of the Old English medial /θ/  sound. According to the OED, the θ  form began in the 1500s and has 
the most varieties. This is the form from which our modern word arrived. 
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Hymn, n.

A hymn is “a song of praise to God” and the earliest known usage is from Vespian Psalter and is dated c825: 
“hymen singað us of songum Sione” (hymn, n.). Hymn entered English in eOE. 

Its origin is unknown and the etymology of this word goes back to the bible (hymn, n.). According to the OED it 
comes from the Latin word hymnus or the Greek word ὕμνος which was a song or ode that praised gods or heroes 
(hymn, n.). The Latin form ymnus became the OE form ymen which led to ymmon and hymen and from here we 
developed to ME in the 1500s with ymne and imhe and later hympne, hymme, hymne and finally in the late 1500s 
hymn our modern form appears (hymn, n.).

This word only has one form listed in the OED. The spelling changes made some versions look much closer to the 
word “amen” than to “hymn.” Upon looking into it, it appears there is no historical relation to “amen” other than 
coincidence in spelling (amen, n.). 

In 1530 in Palsgrave Lesclarcissement we see a version that much more closely resembles our own: “Hymme that 
is song in the churche, hymne” (hymn, n.).
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Sing, v.

To sing is to “to articulate or utter words or sounds in succession with musical inflections or modulations of the 
voice, so as to produce an effect entirely different from that of ordinary speech” and first appeared in The 
Vespasian Psalter c825 in “Alle cyningas..singen in songum dryhtnes” (sing, v.). It entered English in eOE. 

In origin, it is a word that is inherited from Germanic (sing, v.). The etymology shows us that this word also has 
Nordic roots since it is a cognate with Middle Dutch singen, Old German singan, Old Norse syngva, Old Icelandic 
and Norwegian syngja and Old Swedish sjunga (sing, v.).  It appears that “sing” and “song” both had a rich history 
coming from Nordic languages. It is interesting to note that, according to the OED, in the 17th and 18th centuries 
“sung” was the common past tense form and in Modern English “sang” is favored (sing, v.).

The forms stem from the Old English word singan (sing, v.). This developed into Middle English singen, synge, 
and zinge in the south, and interestingly became i-songe, songyne, songe, songon in the 1500s and even was song 
in the 1600s (sing, v.). So clearly, the line between “sing” and “song” is quite small. This could be an example of 
one word from Old Norse being borrowed and becoming two separate words in Old English with two separate 
meanings. A modern compound word that stemmed from sing is “sing-along.” This evolution first appeared in 
Time magazine on August 17th, 1959 with “the nation's mature citizens are merely striking back at rock'n'roll, 
buying the sing~alongs” (sing, n.). 
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Organ, n.

An organ is “a musical instrument (usually large) consisting of a number of pipes, supplied with compressed air, 
sounded by keys, which on being pressed down let air into the pipes by opening valves.” It first appeared in The 
Vespasian Psalter c825  in the line “Laudate eum in chordis et organo : hergað hine in strengum & organan” 
(organ, n.). Organ entered English in eOE.

Organ comes from a few origins. It is partially borrowed from the Latin word organum and partially from the 
French word organe (organ, n.). It seems that all the cognates refer to the bodily organ as that was the original 
definition. The Latin etymon organum is the one that originally pointed to the organ as an instrument (organ, n.). 
The familiar cognates are Spanish organo and Old High German organa. As mentioned, this stemmed from the 
word organum which is now obsolete. What occurred was, according to the OED, that organum was also borrowed 
into OE thus two separate branches began. Later, they merged in Middle English as was often the case (organ. n.). 

In OE, it seems the main form was organ or organe (organ, n.). The massive amount of forms listed in the OED 
occurred in ME as they probably were developing more meanings for the word. Some of these ME forms are 
orgoun, orgeyn, orgone and orgaine (organ, n.). Later in the 1800s we even have horgin (organ, n.). Since there are 
multiple definitions, we will look at the second since it refers to it as a musical instrument for another example. 
Here, the earliest usage is from Second Nuns tale where it says“And whil the organs...maden melodie” (organ, n.). 
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Music, n.

Music is “the art or science of combining vocal or instrumental sounds to produce beauty of form, harmony, 
melody, rhythm, expressive content, etc” and it first appeared in The Middle English Genesis and Exodus c1250 in 
the quote “Wit of musike, wel he knew” (Music, n. and adj.).  Music entered English in ME. 

In origin, this word is a borrowing from the French word musik or musique and the Latin word mūsica (music, n.). 
As for etymology, it seems that the word has its root in the Greek word μουσική which had to do with something 
that was presided over by the muses (music, n.). It is as if the word came out of a need to explain divine inspiration 
in creating sounds! Its etymon from Latin is mūsica and it seems that this is a strong borrowing from Old French 
(music, n.).

The earliest form of the word begins with Middle English so this one can definitely be added to the list. The 
spellings really go all over the place. From the earliest, we have musiqe, musycque, mvsik, musice and musyk 
among others (music, n.). But into the 1600s and 1700s we have some interesting spellings like moosick, muisik, 
museik (bringing back the muse), mussik, misik and moosick (music, n.). As late as the 1900s we have moosic. A 
modern word that came from music that I like to use to describe generic sounding music is “muzak.” The OED 
defines “muzak” as “any recorded background music  (muzak, n.) and has its earliest record as 1935. A compound 
word that features music is any genre of music (rock music, country music).
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Fiddle, n.

A fiddle is “a stringed instrument of music; usually, the violin” and first appeared c1200 in the quote “of harpe & 
of salteriun. of fiðele & of coriun” from  Layamon: Brut (fiddle, n.).  The fiddle appeared in English in ME. 

The origin is unknown and all of the etymological relations to language borrowings seem to share more in 
common with “violin” than with fiddle (fiddle, n.). For example, Old French viole, Latin vitual or vidual, Spanish 
viola, and Portuguese viola have little in common with fiddle but look very similar to “violin” (fiddle, n.). Only 
Old Germanic has fiþulôn that shares visual similarities (fiddle, n.). But, it may or may not be related, it is 
unknown. 

The amount of forms of this word are short and it appears to have begun in Middle English with fið-, fiþ-, fithel . 
Later into the 1500s it evolved into fidel, fidylle, fiddel and eventually fiddle (fiddle, n.).

The word fiddlestick is a compound word that came from fiddle. It means “the bow strung with horsehair with 
which the fiddle is played” (fiddlestick, n.). It’s earliest cited usage in the OED comes from Henry IV and says “the 
Deuil rides vpon a fiddle sticke” (fiddlestick, n.). It is neat to see that the OED uses it as one word but Shakespeare 
separated it into two words. 
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Octave, n2.

An octave is “the note which lies at an interval of seven degrees of the scale above or (occasionally) below a given 
note, and is produced by oscillations of twice or half the frequency respectively” and was first seen c1570 in 
Dictionary Older Scottish Tongue in the quote “the thrid chaptour is of the convenient and congrew according of 
the ferd diatessaron consonance placit betuixt the vnison and the octaw” (octave, n2). Octave entered English in 
eMod. 

In origin, this word is a borrowing from Latin and its etymons are octava, octāva, and octāvus (octave, n2.). It uses 
the prefix “octo” which means to have eight (octave, n2.). The musical term can be compared with the Ancient 
Greek word ὄγδοος which means eight (octave, n2.). In sheet music, composers opt for 8ve which is an 
abbreviation for “octave” in which he 8 represents the Latin word octo. The list of forms is short and it appears to 
begin circulating in the 1500s making it a Middle English invention. The first form is octaue in the 1500s. Later 
we have our present day form that appeared in the 1600s and the Scottish form of octaw (octave, n2.).

It is interesting to mention that before it had a musical meaning the word still existed. Octave (octave, n1.) means 
“the period of eight days beginning with the day of a festival.” It seems to have only appeared a few hundred years 
earlier so was still created within the period of Middle English. 
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Choir | Quire n.

Choir means “the band of singers who perform or lead the musical part of the service in a church or chapel” and 
first appeared c1430 in The English Works with “Whanne þer ben fourty or fyfty in a queer, þre or foure..lorellis 
schullen knacke þe most deuout seruyce..& alle oþere schullen be doumbe” (choir | quire, n.).  Choir entered 
English in ME. 

This origin is unknown but the earliest known α form is quer and from here, we follow in the tradition of  “q” as 
the initial consonant sound with quere, queor, queyr, queer, qwer, qwhere, and queere (choir | quire, n.). Then in the 
β form we also begin with the “q” but we transform to our modern spelling of choir in the 1600s (choir | quire, n.).  

In its etymology, the word is a cognate with cuer from Old French and related to the Latin word chorus which, 
according to the OED is “an organized band of singers, a choir (chorus, n.). This could be the reason for our 
modern day spelling that has nothing to do with the pronunciation. We pronounce the word as “quire” and it is 
even listed together with choir in the OED. According to the OED, because of the  Latin word for “chorus” we 
eventually blended the spellings and stuck to the “ch” (choir | quire, n.).  It is peculiar that one Middle English 
form is the same as the word queer (queer, n) that also appeared in the 1500s although queer (queer, n) seems to be 
a cognate with the Old German word quer but is not related to “choir.” A compound word featuring choir is 
“church choir.”
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Ballad, n.

A ballad is “a light, simple song of any kind; (now) spec. a sentimental or romantic composition, typically 
consisting of two or more verses sung to the same melody with only light musical accompaniment” and first 
appeared in 1458 in Testamenta eboracensia in the line “j librum vocatum unum Balettboke” (ballad, n.). Ballad 
entered English in ME. 

In origin, it is a borrowing from French words balade and ballade and the etymology shows that in the Middle 
English period “ballad” had a lot of definitions that changed its spellings  (ballad, n.) . The OED shows us that 
from the Middle French balade we have a song for dancing (ballad, n.). In Old French we have barade which is a 
lyric poem ending with the same refrain (ballad, n.). From Middle French we also have ballade which is a piece of 
instrumental music (ballad, n.). The old Occitan word balada also meant to dance (ballad, n.). Many romance 
languages use a derivative of one of the forms for their modern day word for dancing. Some of the spelling 
changes came about because it eventually needed to be distinguished from ballet (ballad, n.). This is a great 
example of a specific type of usage developing out of a generic term. We can see this from the α form that begins 
in late Middle English with balett, balat and balate and later we see ballete, ballette, and ballat that really begin to 
resemble ballet (ballad, n., ballet, n.). It continues to change and even becomes ballot in the Scottish version 
(ballad, n.). Our modern version comes from the β form that has a shorter history of balade, ballade and finally 
settles on ballad (ballad, n.). There are many ModE words that have come from this ME word like “rock ballad.”
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Rhythm, n.

The word rhythm means “relating to a regular repeated pattern of sound or movement” and first appeared in 1560 
in Commentaries in the line “nothynge purer than his speache, nothyng apter or more pleasaunt than hys Rythme” 
(rhythm, n.). Rythym entered English in EMod. 

In origin, this word is a borrowing from Latin and/or it could also be a borrowing from the French word rithme 
(rhythm, n.). More than likely, it is a borrowing from rhyme (rhyme, n). The OED makes this claim as an 
assumption that “the word was etymologically linked with classical Latin rhythmus” (rhythm, n.). Some of the 
forms are rhithme, rithme, rhythme, rhythm, rithm and finally our modern form appeared in the 1600s. The main 
pronunciation discrepencies appeared due to its branching from rhyme (rhyme, n.).  This is why some of the 
spellings were monosyllabic or disyllabic as there was deviation from its root word. 

A compound word that evolved from rhythm is “rhythm-drunk.” This compound comes from W.B. Yeat’s 
Reveries: “verse spoken by a man almost rhythm-drunk at some moment of intensity” (rhythm, n.). 
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Acoustic, adj. and n.

Acoustic means “designating the sense or the organs of hearing; of or relating to the sense of hearing; auditory” 
and was first printed in 1952 in Times in the line “a compensating feature of a dry acoustic is present in the long-
playing record” (acoustic, adj. and n.).  Acoustic first entered English in Emod but did not appear as a musical term 
until 1952 so it is a ModE word on our list. 

In origin, it is borrowed from the Latin word acusticus (acoustic, adj. and n.).  In its etymology it has the same 
base as the word hear (hear, v.). All the Ancient Greek roots tend to refer to hearing as ἀκουστικός  which means 
literally “for hearing” (acoustic, adj. and n.). Later, it seems when compared to the French word acoustique it refers 
to the “science of acoustics” or maybe the “science of hearing” (acoustic, adj. and n.). This seems like a modern 
usage as acoustics is the word usually used to talk about the timbre of a room. The 1700s also presented the 
Spanish word acústico and the Italian word acustico (acoustic, adj. and n.). 

There are only four forms listed here which are acoustique and acustic in the 1600s, acoustick in the 1700s and 
finally our modern form (acoustic, adj. and n.).  “Acoustic” is a word that developed for a more specific use case 
from the Indo-European base word hear (hear,v.). Many compounds came from this word. In fact, according to the 
OED, the Latin word instrumentum acusticum is a post-classical compound word that means “acoustic 
instrument.” This is the most ancient musical compound on the list. A modern compound word is “acoustic guitar.”
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Baritone, adj. and n.

Baritone is “the male voice of compass intermediate between tenor and bass” and first appeared in 1609 in 
Micrologus in the line “Harmony to be sung with a deepe voyce, which is called Baritonus” (baritone, adj. and n.). 
Baritone entered English in Emod.   

In origin, this word itself appears to be a compound word with the root word tone (tone, n.). The etymological 
history is brief and the OED cites only the French word barytone, Italian baritono and the Greek words βαρύτονος  
and βαρύς which mean deep-sounding and heavy (baritone, adj. and n.). The forms are brief as well since this word 
only appeared in the 1600s. The forms we have are bariton and barritone which both appeared in the 1600s 
(baritone, adj. and n.). Later, in the 1800s we have our modern form of baritone as well as baryton and barytone 
which became obsolete in favor of our modern version (baritone, adj. and n.).

Looking at the root word tone (tone, n.) we can see that it originated a bit earlier as a borrowing from the 13 th 
century French word ton (tone, n.).

The word is itself a compound for the list. But, there is another popular compound word here and that is “baritone 
guitar.” This is a guitar that can be tuned to a lower pitch.
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Elegy, n.

An elegy is “A song or poem of lamentation, esp. for the dead; a memorial poem” and first appeared around the 
year 1521 in Codrus & Mynalcas  with the line “I tell myne elegy” (elegy, n.). Elegy entered English in either ME.

In origin it is a borrowing from the French word elegie (elegy, n.). This word only has a few spellings and one 
form that began somewhere right around the 1500s. Its a cognate with the Italian word elegia from 1375 and its 
spellings of elegie, ellegie, elegy go back to 1500s (elegy, n.). Then, in the 1600s we get elige, ellegy, elligie and 
the Scottish form of elygee (elegy, n.).
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Violin, n.

A violin is “a musical instrument in common use, having four strings tuned in fifths and played with a bow; a 
fiddle” and it first appeared in 1579 in The Shepheardes Calender in the quote “I see Calliope speede her to the 
place, where my Goddesse shines: And after her the other Muses trace, with their Violines” (violin, n.). Violin 
entered English in Emod. 

In origin, it comes from the Italian word violino. The OED only lists four forms with violine in the 1500s while 
vyoline, viallin, and our modern spelling came about in the 1600s (violin, n.).  A now obsolete word of similar 
meaning is violon and it means a “violin or a violinist” (violon, n.).  

As was discussed earlier, “fiddle” is an earlier term for a similar instrument. With this in mind, I find that the quote 
from My Musical Life in 1884 has linguistic significance: “The violin is not an invention, it is a growth” just like 
with all the word forms and spellings it had (violin, n.). 

A compound word that came from “violin” is “electric violin.”
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Bebop, n.

Bebop is “a development of jazz, begun in the U.S. at the end of the 1939–45 war, characterized by complex 
harmony, dissonant chords and highly syncopated rhythm” and is first printed about in Down Beat in a 1945 quote: 
“Much controversy has arisen of late over the claims of altoist Charlie Parker and trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie to the 
origination of their fantastic and exciting ‘re-bop’ style (bebop, n.). In the quote the “re-bop” form is used instead. 
Bebop entered English in ModE. 

In origin, it could have come from “bop” (bop, n2.). “Bop” is the common abbreviation and the only other form is 
rebop (bebop, n.).

The 1950’s quote “A kind of bebop or boogy-woogy” that was in From Wasteland illustrates the onomatopoeic 
nature of the word (bebop, n.). The OED cites its etymology as “apparently imitative” therefore there will not be 
much for history since it was just a modern sound invention to describe a musical movement (bebop, n.). It is 
fitting to reference Steven Mithen’s quote again since in this word we see music, or someones perception of it, 
creating language: “language and music are likely to have co-evolved” (58). 
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Violoncello, n.

A violoncello is “a large four-stringed instrument of the violin class, a bass violin” and is first discussed in A short 
explication of such foreign words, as are made use of in musick books in 1945 where it says “violon~cello, is a 
small bass violin, just half as big as a common bass violin, in length, breadth, and thickness” (violoncello, n.). 
Violoncello entered English in ModE. 

It is itself a compound word. Similar to violin (violin, n.), its origin stems from violon (violon, n.). Notice the 
medial “o” in the spelling. It is quite interesting how we no longer use violon (violon, n.) but we still use 
violoncello. Yet, we use violin (violin, n.)but don’t use the former form violincello with the medial “I.” This shows 
us the illogical nature of linguistic evolution at times. Its etymology is the same as that of the violin (violoncello, 
n.). It is a borrowing from the Italian word violoncello and Portuguese violoncello. It itself is a compound word for 
our list. 
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Jazz, n. and adj.

Jazz means “a type of popular music originating (esp. in ragtime and blues) among African Americans in the 
southern United States” and was first written about in 1915 in the Chicago Sunday Tribune stating “The ‘blues’ 
had done it. The ‘jazz’ had put pep into the legs that had scrambled too long for the 5:15” (jazz, n. and adj.) Jazz 
entered English in ModE.

The word is unknown in origin but according to the OED, it could be an alteration of another related word like 
“jasm” (jasm, n.). Originally, this was just a slang term and some other forms are jas, jascz, jasz, jaz, and jass 
(jazz, n. and adj.). According to the OED (and in reference to the quote) it was first related to music in Chicago 
which would make sense as this is home to the Chicago style blues which transitioned into jazz (jazz, n. and adj.). 
There is etymological confusion as to the origin of this word. Its root could hypothetically range from France to 
New Orleans. One potential alleviation to the confusion is a long shot theory mentioned in the OED. It potentially 
could be from the French word “jaser,” featured in Amatoria which means “to copulate; ‘to chuck a tread’. Tu as 
les genoux chauds, tu veux jaser” (jazz, n. and adj.). 

There are a lot of compound words that have come from jazz. For our list, we will go with “acid jazz” which is a 
type of jazz played by the French violinist Jean-Luc Ponty. 
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Pan, n1.

Having to go all the way to the twelfth definition, a pan is “originally and chiefly in Trinidad: a percussion 
instrument made out of a steel oil drum with one end hammered in and divided into sections that are tuned to 
produce different notes when struck” (pan, n1.). It is first written about in a musical sense in 1955 in New Common 
W where it states “to make a ‘pan’ the end of a metal oil drum is cut off and the bottom of the circular pan so 
formed is shaped into sections by beating and chiselling” (pan, n1.). Pan entered English in ModE. 

In origin, it is a word inherited from Germanic (pan, n1.). It is a cognate with the Old Frisian word Panne, Middle 
Dutch panne, Old High German phanna and is rooted in the Latin word panna that was some sort of cooking dish 
(pan, n1.). The early Old English form is pannae and it danced around forms like pann, pane, penne, panne, panna 
and panntz until the 1700s when the modern form stayed in circulation (pan, n1.). In the musical sense, it 
originated in Trinidad. A Times article in the OED entry says “the intermarriage of musical cultures—the offspring 
of which is pan. Pan is the core of national culture and the first expression of a truly West-Indian art-form” (pan, 
n1.). It is interesting how words can transform meaning and what is a frying pan to one can be a cultural spirit to 
another. 

A compound word from “pan” is “pan yard” which is where the musicians gather to play.
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Polyphony, n.

Polyphony is “the simultaneous and harmonious combination of a number of individual melodic lines” and was 
first written about in 1790 in The History of Baptism in the quote “had the monks made their houses schools of 
literature, arts and sciences..probably the churches would have preserved the primitive polyphony” (polyphony, n.). 
Polyphony entered English in ModE. 

In origin, this word is a borrowing from Greek and was partially formed within English (polyphony, n.). Its 
etymology could have come from the Greek word πολυϕωνία which according to the OED was used to refer to a 
variety of tones (polyphony, n.). If we look at the prefix poly which the OED says to mean “many, much, having, 
involving, containing,” (poly, n.) we can see it means a multitude of something. Then, upon analyzing phony (-
phony, comb. form) which means “denoting the use of sounds” (-phony, comb. Form) we can see where the 
necessity for this word would have arisen as more sound layers and complex arrangements were created 
(polyphony, n.). 

Polyphony is also often used to refer to a synthesizers ability to play more than one note at a time. This was 
revolutionary as the original synth was monophonic. Like many ModE words, this word itself is a compound word 
for our list. 
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Song: eOE (c800) –  “songwriter”
Hymn: eOE (c825)
Anthem: OE (1100-1450)
Sing: eOE (c825) – “sing-a-long”
Organ: eOE (c825)
Music: ME (1250) –  “rock music”
Fiddle: ME (1200) –  “fiddlesticks”
Octave: Emod (c1570) 
Choir: ME (1430) –  “church choir”
Ballad: ME (1458) –  “rock ballad”

The data here shows us that 14/20 words had a compound word that evolved from the original. Also, we can 
see that we have 4 eOE, 1 OE, 5 ME, 5 EMod, and 5 ModE words. My hypothesis was that “At least 50% of 
the words selected will have originated from Middle English.” According to these numbers the percentage 
that originated in ME is 25%. The hypothesis was proven wrong.  

Acoustic: ModE (1952) –  “acoustic guitar.”
Baritone: EMod (1609) – “baritone guitar” 
Elegy: ME (1521) 
Violin: EMod (1579) – “electric violin”
Rhythm: EMod (1560) –  “rhythm-drunk”
Bebop: ModE (1945) 
Violoncello: ModE (1945) – “violoncello”
Jazz: ModE (1915) –  “acid jazz”
Pan: ModE (1955) – “pan yard”
Polyphony: EMod (1790) – “polyphony”
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Following some of the leads in the OED entries led to a few interesting findings along the way. 

The creation of the compound word “acoustic guitar” is an excellent modern day example of linguistic 
development. The invention of the electric guitar suddenly made it necessary for what was always known as just a 
guitar to now be distinguished as an “acoustic guitar.” According to “Innovation and the Development of the 
Modern Six-String Guitar” by Darryl Martin, the electric guitar was “first produced in 1937” (102) and with this 
invention came an influx of new terminology. The 30s were an exciting time for linguistic developments. With jazz 
and its sub forms evolving, words like “bebop” began appearing to explain this new and interesting sound. As 
music history evolved, new words and new meanings for existing words were created along with it. 

Without getting deep into music history, the only evidence we need to show the “small stringed box instrument” 
known as the violin was a bit older than its name is the lute. Like the earlier quote from My Musical Life that said 
“the violin is not an invention, it is a growth” (violin, n.), the violin has changed shapes just like its name has 
changed. It is neat to notice that according to the entries in the OED, the fiddle is an older term for the violin than 
violin itself.
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An interesting finding from A Compendium of Musical Instruments and Instrumental Terminology in the Bible by 
Yelena Kolyada, talks about the Hebrew word “selah” that is “related in some of the early translations to the sphere 
of instrumental music and rendered as “a song of the interlude” (155). I found this interesting that both words 
begin with “s” and have a phonetic relation. This could be taken to show a potential ancient root or influence on 
the development of “song” and/or “sing.” 

The etymology of anthem (anthem, n.) led to the word “antiphon” which is a closely related alteration that spun off 
due to a musical necessity: an anthem is sung before and after a psalm or canticle whereas an antiphon could be a 
phrase sung as a response (anthem, n.). Even such a slight discrepancy led to a new word.

In reference to the word “sing,” Kolyada shows us that “Latin authors such as Cicero (106 − 43 BCE ) convey this 
with a phrase foris canere (lit. “to sing from the outside”)” (37). Here we see that sing is a cognate from canere in 
Latin as she explains here that “the Latin root can- underlying the verb canere (to sing)” (135). This led to the term 
“canter” which is another religious term meaning “a talker of professional or religious cant” (canter, n.). In church 
choirs we still here the word canter but for the most part the canter is just referred to as the singer as this Latin 
rooted word is mostly obsolete now. I found it curious to think how many other terms died along with genres and 
styles that no longer exist outside of history books. 
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Music will continue to evolve as will language. As we saw, the electric guitar appeared along with jazz in the 
30s and suddenly the need for new words arose. At the same time, technology and growing experimentation 
from the birth of jazz had changed the musical world and created another need for new linguistic terminology. 
When there is a need for an evolution or an update, language will already be changing before one could even 
notice the changes or keep up with them. I imagine decades of  time passing and musicians and lay people alike 
kept changing their minds about the spelling and form of words like “fiddle” or “violin.” This evolution won’t 
stop. Now, with the added element of technology there will be a renaissance of new electronic musical terms. 
Someday, phrases and words like “knob turning, womp-womp, dub-step” and “dropping the beat” may make 
their way into the OED. It is exciting to see what linguistic combinations and brand new words will be created 
as new genres and styles evolve as well as new musical capabilities due to technology. Just think, the atonal 
scale that was unimaginable during the Romantic era is now studied in university theory courses. We have many 
more stages in our musical and linguistic journey. 
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